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Abstract
Background Parents and adolescents commonly discuss
stressful experiences. However, little is known about the features of these conversations that may have implications for
health.
Methods One hundred five adolescents and their parents engaged in conversations about two challenging events, with
parental contributions to the discussions coded for four scaffolding behaviors (reiterations, negations, move alongs, and
new interpretations). Systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood
pressure, and heart rate were measured in both participants at
baseline and throughout the conversation. Parent-reported relationship quality was also assessed.
Results For both parents and adolescents, negative scaffolding behaviors were associated with increased physiological
reactivity, whereas positive scaffolding behaviors were associated with decreased reactivity. Furthermore, children in
higher quality parent-child relationships showed greater reactivity to reiterations and lower reactivity to new interpretations, but those in lower quality relationships demonstrated
the opposite patterns.
Conclusions Specific aspects of parent-child interactions appear to contribute to physiological responses to challenging
events, which in turn may have implications for health.
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The disclosure of emotional information—typically assessed
in research studies through experimental laboratory writing
paradigms—has demonstrated robust associations with health
(e.g., [1, 2]). However, disclosures in the real world often
occur in the context of interactions with others [3]. One issue
that remains unclear is the characteristics of such disclosure
interactions that have implications for health-relevant outcomes. The current study seeks to address this gap by exploring aspects of parent-adolescent interaction patterns during
discussions of challenging life experiences as they relate to
physiological reactivity during these tasks.

Emotional Disclosure Interventions and Health
Emotional disclosure interventions improve an array of
health outcomes by asking participants to write or talk about
an emotionally evocative experience, typically for 15–
30 min at a time across several days. This type of disclosure
has been found to alter immune functioning, such as antibody response to vaccinations [4], physiological measures,
including skin conductance [5], and clinical outcomes, such
as reduced physical symptoms in patients with asthma or
rheumatoid arthritis [6]. Improvements occur through the
process of using language to construct a coherent narrative
acknowledging distress while emphasizing positive aspects
[1, 7]. Here, the best outcomes are found in individuals who
use a high number of positive emotion words, a moderate
amount of negative emotion words, and increasing use of
causal and insight words [8, 9].
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Emotional Disclosure with Children
Surprisingly, emotional disclosure interventions do not appear
to work in the same way with youths as they do with adults.
An expressive writing intervention with 9–13-year olds by
Reynolds et al. [10] revealed no specific effects of the emotional disclosure condition on health or school performance.
However, a reanalysis by Fivush and colleagues [11] found
that participants who used more negative evaluations and explanations in their writing showed increases in levels of anxiety, depression, and somatic difficulties. Children at this age
may not yet have the advanced narrative and emotion regulation skills necessary for telling stories in ways that can have
benefits for health and instead reactivate anxiety through their
narratives.
In discussing their findings, Fivush et al. [11] speculated
that children may be able to benefit from emotional expressivity if assisted by a more skilled individual, such as their
parent. This process, known as scaffolding, is a foundational
theoretical model for how parents participate in and contribute
to child outcomes within socioemotional development research. By scaffolding children’s contributions through
commenting, reflecting, reframing, and assisting in discussions of events, parents can help construct more integrated
narratives, in turn shaping how these events affect children.
Moreover, certain types of responses to children’s narratives
may be more helpful than others. For example, new interpretations of children’s experiences as well as positive responsiveness during conversations (such as when parents helped
move discussions along) have been associated with greater
meaning-making by adolescents [12]. Thus, positive scaffolding behaviors may facilitate better outcomes in children and
adolescents. This possibility is also supported by metaanalytic work demonstrating robust associations between families’ “conversation-oriented” communication style (marked
by mutual discovery and elaboration, contrasted with “conformity” orientation) and a range of psychosocial, behavioral,
and cognitive child outcomes [13]. However, the included
studies relied on self-report ratings, rather than coding of conversational behaviors like scaffolding.

Interpersonal Interactions and Contributors to Health
Family relationship characteristics have implications not only
for narrative abilities and mental health but also for the physical health of children. For example, Repetti et al. [14] describe a model in which conflictual, nonsupportive families
contribute to poor health outcomes in children through effects
on physiological systems responsive to stress. In contrast,
close, nurturing families can confer protection and resilience
in the context of otherwise difficult environments (e.g., [15]).
However, these studies refer to global family relationship
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qualities, whereas investigating specific parenting behaviors
occurring during family interactions may better reveal how
this risk or resilience is transmitted to health outcomes.
One pathway by which specific behaviors may impact
health-relevant processes is via cardiovascular reactivity associated with parent-child interactions. Previous work has suggested that greater reactivity to acute stressors in adolescents
predicts future blood pressure increases [16] and exaggerated,
repeated reactivity to psychological stress in adults has been
linked to important clinical outcomes, such as hypertension
and mortality [17]. In adolescents, levels of secure base seeking during interactions with parents related to both sympathetic and parasympathetic reactivity and recovery in response to
a stress task [18]. Although acute cardiovascular responses to
conversational scaffolding, specifically, have not previously
been investigated, numerous studies on other types of interpersonal behaviors in adults have documented the effects of
interactions between close others on heart rate (HR), systolic
blood pressure (SBP), and diastolic blood pressure (DBP)
reactivity (e.g., [19–22]). Here, specific types of interaction
behaviors have unique associations with reactivity. Broadly,
negative or hostile behaviors in married couples produce acute
increases in blood pressure [23–25], whereas the use of positive emotion words during conversations has been associated
with lower HR reactivity [26]. Although these studies examined marital relationships (and not parent-child relationships),
they suggest possible patterns of reactivity to examine in adolescents and parents. Specifically, combining the parent scaffolding and child outcome literature with the marital behaviors
and physiological reactivity literature, we expect that positive
parent scaffolding behaviors that encourage the conversation
(“move alongs”), reiterate the speaker’s point of view (“reiterations”), and allow youth to reinterpret past events (“new
interpretations”) will be associated with reduced reactivity
during a discussion task, particularly in contrast to behaviors
like negations. Furthermore, given that providing social support, as well as receiving it, has been shown to relate to decreased ambulatory blood pressure [27], it is possible that
parents who offer these scaffolding behaviors will exhibit similar patterns of reactivity as we hypothesize for the children.
Furthermore, associations between scaffolding behaviors
and physiological reactivity may not only depend on the type
of acute response offered by one’s partner, but may also hinge
on more stable features of the relationship. For example, previous research has demonstrated that adolescents with
dismissing attachment representations had greater physiological reactivity when engaged in a conflict interaction task with
their parent than non-dismissing individuals [28] and that adolescents higher in anxious attachment evinced augmented
ambulatory blood pressure when engaged in social interactions [29]. With regard to the impact of specific conversational
behaviors, relationship effects might operate in two ways. On
the one hand, positive behaviors might be most beneficial in
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high-quality dyads. In adults, for example, the effect of emotional support on cardiovascular reactivity was moderated by
perceived arrogance and cynicism in one’s partner [30] and
friendship quality [31], such that receiving support was related
to lowered reactivity in positive dyads, but to greater reactivity
in negative dyads. On the other hand, positive behaviors might
be most helpful in low-quality dyads because it involves the
provision of support where there is usually little. Here,
Kamarck et al. [32] found that only adults high in hostility
benefited physiologically from the presence of a friend during
a stressor task.
The current study aimed to examine how different types of
parental scaffolding during discussions of challenges—along
with relationship quality—were associated with cardiovascular reactivity in parents and adolescents. We used scaffolding
to focalize our work because it allows us to examine specific
parenting behaviors believed to affect child outcomes, namely,
how children understand difficult experiences. We also hoped
to bridge developmental and health psychological areas by
incorporating health-relevant measurements and theory with
traditional developmental coding approaches. To that end, we
investigated four distinct types of scaffolding behavior previously identified in research with adolescents [33], predicting
that negative scaffolding (negations of children’s comments)
would be associated with higher SBP, DBP, and HR reactivity
across both participants, whereas parental efforts to facilitate
discussion (through reiterations of children’s statements, efforts to move the conversation along, and new interpretations
of events) would relate to lower reactivity. Moreover, we explored whether the quality of the relationship moderated the
effects of these behaviors.

Method
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$75,000, and average parental education was some college,
with a range of having a high school diploma to attending
graduate school. As part of the larger project, parents and adolescents each received $100 for completing a laboratory visit.
Procedure
Parents and children came to the lab and individually completed a series of self-report questionnaires. They were then
brought to a quiet room together, and baseline SBP, DBP, and
HR readings were taken. A trained research assistant gave
instructions for the discussion task and then left the room,
and the dyad engaged in their conversation. SBP, DBP, and
HR were monitored during the task. Participants were
instructed to remain seated throughout the assessments, thus
minimizing extraneous movements.
Measures
Relationship Quality
Parents completed a series of self-report items about their
relationship with their child, capturing parental nurturance
and parental harshness. For the nurturance subscale, parents
rated the frequency with which they engage in seven caregiving behaviors, such as listening to their children’s perspective
during arguments, on a 4-point scale. The parental harshness
scale assessed use of severe disciplinary practices, such as
shouting and hitting, using 11 items. Item responses were
summed on each scale. This collection of items has previously
been used in several studies examining parents and adolescents (e.g., [34–36]), and this combination of constructs has
emerged as an important taxonomy of parental behaviors (see
[37]). Cronbach’s alpha for the nurturance scale was .77 and
was .67 for the harshness scale in this sample.

Participants
BP and Heart Rate
Data from 105 parent-child dyads were considered for the present study. Families of 13–16-year-old children were recruited
into a larger longitudinal study examining socioeconomic status and cardiovascular disease through advertisements in local
media. Each family selected one parent and one child to participate, resulting in a sample of 82 mothers and 23 fathers in
dyads with 56 female and 49 male children. All participants
gave their informed consent prior to their inclusion in the study.
Participants had to be free of any chronic medical illness and
speakers of English. At the time of testing approximately
1.5 years after the baseline visit, children were on average
16.0 years old (SD = 1.2), and parents were on average
46.5 years old (SD=7.2). Fifty percent of families identified
as being primarily of European descent, 39 % were Asian,
4 % were First Nation, 4 % were African, and 3 % were Hispanic. The average family income was between $50,000 and

Resting BP and HR were recorded using the VSM-100
BpTRU automatic BP monitor, through a standard occluding
cuff on the participant’s nondominant arm. Studies indicate
that measurements on this device are comparable to manual
sphygmomanometer readings and within 5 mm Hg of the gold
standard auscultatory mercury sphygmomanometer measurements 89.2 % of the time, and within 10 mm Hg 96.4 % of the
time [38, 39]. After a 5-min period of acclimation to the device, three BP and HR readings were taken 2 min apart and
then averaged to establish a baseline. During the discussion
task, HR and BP were taken every minute for the first 5 min of
the conversation. Because conversations varied in length
across dyads (from approximately 5–30 min), discussion task
physiology was measured for a period of time that covered
even the shortest of conversations. Due to technical error, the
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BP monitor did not work for two families. To assess reactivity,
a residualized change score was created by covarying baseline
physiology. This approach takes into account possible correlation between baseline and amount of change and is consistent with previous work (e.g., [32, 40, 41]).
Discussion Task
Parents and children were seated in a quiet room and asked to
select and discuss three experiences that were challenging: (1)
an experience shared by both the parent and child, (2) a challenge the child experienced alone in his or her past, and (3) a
challenge the parent had experienced during his or her own
childhood. For each experience, the dyads were instructed to
pick a specific event together and have as natural a conversation as possible while discussing what happened, how they
dealt with the experience, and anything else that made the
challenge important. All conversations were video and audio
recorded then transcribed.
Scaffolding Coding
Conversations were transcribed in full, but given that the current study primarily concerns the supportive behavior of parents during conversations; only the discussion of shared challenges and the child’s challenging experience were analyzed,
and only parents’ contributions were coded.
Each conversation was divided into conversational turns,
and then, each turn by the parent was coded for the presence or
absence of a variety of scaffolding behaviors using the system
developed by McLean and Mansfield [33] and adapted from
Haden [42]. Four of these scaffolding behaviors were hypothesized to be theoretically relevant to physiological reactivity:
negations, move alongs, reiterative statements, and new interpretations. Previous research has shown that these behaviors
can be reliably coded in conversations between adolescents
and their parents and can predict adolescent meaning-making
processes [12, 33, 43] (other codes, such as neutral statements
and yes/no questions were not considered to be positively or
negatively valenced. These types of codes were not expected
to evoke a physiological response and hence not included in
this study). Reliability coding was done by the second author
and a graduate student on 724 turns, reflecting approximately
12 % of all turns (κ=.90). After reliability was reached, the
student coded the rest of the conversations, meeting with the
second author to discuss difficult cases, and every 5th case, to
prevent coder drift.
Scaffolding Behavior Types
Negations Negations were coded any time a parent disagreed
or denied some comment proposed by their child (“No, it
didn’t happen like that.” κ=1.00).
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Move Alongs This dimension included efforts by the parents
to keep the conversation moving but did not require a response
from the child. These could include further details about the
experience. For utterances with this code, parents were not
explicitly asking for any additional information about the
event, but rather were continuing the discussion (“That was
a very challenging time.” κ=.86).
Reiterative Statements Turns counting on this dimension included ones in which the parent reiterated a statement made by
the child or asked the child to repeat what he or she said (“So
you said you struggled with that?” κ=1.00).
New Interpretations Turns were coded as new interpretations
when parents offered a different interpretation or perspective
on the topic of discussion, which was not factual, and were
statements (“Yeah, that [class] was hard, but it was fun, too.”
κ=.80).
Counts on each dimension were summed across turns.
To adjust for the verbosity of dyads, these frequencies
were then divided by the dyad’s total number of conversational turns to yield indices of the proportion of turns
containing each type of behavior. Following McDemott
and Sales [44], this approach allows for a comparison of
the relative emphasis on types of conversational behaviors, even when conversations among some dyads may
be longer. Furthermore, given that greater length of conflict discussions affords more chances to impact physiology [45], adjusting for the length of the conversation increases confidence that associations are due to different
types of talk, rather than more opportunities for talk,
broadly.
Demographic Covariates
Information was also collected on participant age, gender,
gender congruence of dyad, body mass index (BMI), and
family income (an index of socioeconomic status; SES).
Statistical Analyses
Data analysis proceeded in several steps. First, descriptive
statistics of means, standard deviations, and ranges were computed. Next, partial correlations were run to examine associations between SBP, DBP, and HR during the discussion task to
scaffolding behaviors while controlling for baseline physiology. Following this, multiple regressions were conducted to test
for possible moderation by relationship quality by modeling
SBP, DBP, and HR by each scaffolding variable (centered at
its mean), relationship quality subscale (centered at its mean),
and their interaction, including baseline physiology as a covariate. Last, secondary analyses were conducted to ensure
that results were not accounted for by demographic variables.
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Means, standard deviations, and ranges of study variables
Baseline

Task

Mean

SD

Range

Mean

SD

Range

Child SBP
Child DBP
Child HR
Parent SBP
Parent DBP
Parent HR
Parental nurturance
Parental harshness
Reiterations shared Memory
Move alongs shared memory
New interpretations shared memory
Negations shared memory
Reiterations child memory
Move alongs child memory

102.9
60.8
73.5
111.6
72.3
71.5
22.7
21.5
15.2 %
97.1 %
10.5 %
22.9 %
21.9 %
89.5 %

11.0
7.5
12.6
13.4
9.6
11.6
3.2
3.7

73.0–131.0
42.5–81.7
47.3–109.0
86.0–147.0
51.5–100.7
38.0–100.7
13–28
13–33

108.5**
71.6**
75.2
108.5*
71.9
69.2**

11.4
10.3
11.1
11.3
10.2
8.8

79.7–146.5
54.7–105.3
45.0–101.8
79.7–134.5
52.0–105.3
48.8–93.4

New interpretations child memory
Negations child memory

13.3 %
23.8 %

*p<.05, **p<.01
SBP systolic blood pressure, DBP diastolic blood pressure, HR heart rate
Significant differences between baseline and task physiology are noted above. Scaffolding behaviors are represented as the percentage of families who
demonstrated each behavior per memory

Results
Descriptive Statistics Means, standard deviations, and
ranges of unadjusted study variables are provided in
Table 1. For the shared memory, there were no significant
correlations between the four proportional scaffolding behaviors, with the exception of a trend-level correlation between move alongs and new interpretations (r = −.19,
p=.06). Within the child memory, only a correlation between new interpretations and negations (r=.40, p<.01)
was significant. As a whole, the discussion task elicited
significant increases in children’s average SBP (t=4.20,
p<.01, Δ=5.20) and DBP (t=8.43, p<.01, Δ=10.57), as
well as a marginally significant increase in HR (t=1.89,
p=.06, Δ=1.72). In contrast, parents showed significant
decreases in average SBP (t=2.18, p<.05, Δ=−3.97) and
HR (t=−4.23, p<.01, Δ=−2.73); change in average DBP
was not significant (t=.75, ns, Δ=−1.19).1

1

One reason why parents may not have shown significant increases in
cardiovascular reactivity is that the discussion task is not a traditional
conflict task as used in many reactivity tasks with family members
(e.g., [63]), but rather a discussion of challenging life events. Significant
decreases in reactivity, however, are consistent with work suggesting that
providing social support is associated with lower ambulatory blood pressure [26].

Physiological Reactivity and Scaffolding As displayed in
Table 2, partial correlations between scaffolding and task
physiology, controlling for baseline physiology, revealed several significant associations. For parents, greater use of new
interpretations in the shared memory was related to lower SBP
reactivity (pr=−.23, p<.05). A similar association was found
at the trend level for child’s SBP—that is, when parents provided more new interpretations in the shared memory, children displayed lower SBP reactivity (pr=−.21, p<.10). Similarly, when parents used more move alongs in the child memory, parents showed lower DBP reactivity at a trend level (pr=
−.22, p<.10), and children displayed significantly lower DBP
reactivity (pr=−.22, p<.05). In contrast, when parents provided more negations in the child memory, they showed greater
DBP reactivity (pr=−.22, p<.05). Children also displayed
greater reactivity, specifically, greater HR reactivity with use
of negations in the shared memory (pr=.23, p<.05) and a
trend toward greater DBP reactivity (pr=.21, p<.10) with
use of negations in the child memory.
Last, parents’ use of reiterations was similarly associated
with greater task reactivity, with reiterations during the child
memory relating to parents’ greater SBP reactivity (pr=.30,
p<.01). Children, too, displayed greater SBP reactivity with
use of reiterations in the child memory (pr=.23, p<.05), as
well as greater HR reactivity (pr=.29, p<.01) with use of
reiterations during the shared memory.
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Table 2
memory
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Partial correlations between average task physiology and scaffolding, controlling for baseline physiology in shared memory and child
Shared memory

New interpretations
Move alongs
Negations
Reiterations

New interpretations
Move alongs
Negations
Reiterations

Child memory

Child task physiology
SBP
DBP
−.21
−-.02
.01
−.06

HR
.12
−.02

.00
.07
−.05
.08
Parent task physiology
SBP
DBP
−.23*
.02
.03
−.03
−.02
.05
.11
.16

SBP
−.03
−.08

.23*
.29**
HR
−.16
.11
.02
−.11

.16
.23*
SBP
−.03
−.09
.12
.30**

DBP
−.02
−.22*

HR
−.04
−.04

.21
.18

.12
−.04

DBP
−.02
−.22
.22*
.18

HR
.04
.03
−.10
.03

*p<.05, **p<.01
SBP systolic blood pressure, DBP diastolic blood pressure, HR heart rate

Interactions with Relationship Quality Multiple regressions
were conducted to test whether parent-reported relationship
quality interacted with scaffolding behaviors to predict parent or child cardiovascular response during each memory,
including baseline physiology as a covariate. Relationship
quality did not interact with scaffolding behavior to predict
parent reactivity but did interact with scaffolding behaviors
to predict child reactivity. Reiterations during the shared
memory significantly interacted with parental nurturance
(ΔR2 =.04, β=.20, p<.05), such that the lower dyads were
in parental nurturance, the more strongly greater parental
use of reiterations was associated with lower SBP reactivity in children. Or conversely, the higher dyads were in
parental nurturance, the more strongly greater parental use
of reiterations was associated with greater SBP reactivity
in children (see Fig. 1). Additionally, there were several
significant interactions between new interpretations and

Possible Confounding Variables Last, all trend level and significant associations were followed up with analyses controlling for participant gender, gender congruence, age, SES, and

125
Child Discussoin Task SBP

Fig. 1 Interaction of parental
nurturance and reiterations during
shared memory in predicting
child systolic blood pressure
(SBP) reactivity, controlling for
baseline SBP. As nurturance
increased, the association
between reiterations and SBP
during the discussion became
more positive

parental harshness in predicting child BP reactivity. New
interpretations during the shared memory significantly
interacted with harshness to predict both child SBP reactivity (ΔR2 =.08, β=.40, p>.01; see Fig. 2) and child
DBP reactivity (ΔR2 =.12, β=.51, p<.01). New interpretations during the child memory also interacted with harshness to predict child DBP reactivity (ΔR2 =.08, β=.33,
p>.01). Across each interaction, the lower dyads were
on parental harshness, the more strongly greater use of
new interpretations by parents was associated with lower
child BP reactivity. Or conversely, the higher dyads were
on harshness, the more new interpretations were linked to
greater child BP reactivity.

Low Nurturance
(-1SD)

120

High Nurturance
(+1SD)

115
110
105
100
95

90
Low Reiterations (-1SD)

High Reiterations (+1SD)
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140
Child Discussion Task SBP

Fig. 2 Interaction of parental
harshness and new interpretations
during the shared memory in
predicting child systolic blood
pressure (SBP) reactivity,
controlling for baseline SBP. As
harshness declined, the
relationship between new
interpretations and SBP during
the discussion became more
negative. Similar patterns of
reactivity were found for child
diastolic blood pressure (DBP) in
the shared memory and for child
DBP in the child memory
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Low Harshness
(-1SD)

130

High Harshness
(+1SD)

120
110
100
90
80
70
Low New Interpretations
(-1SD)

BMI. All were robust to these covariates, with the exception
of the interaction between reiterations in the shared memory
and nurturance predicting child SBP, which shifted to a trend
(β=.20, p=.06).2

Discussion
To our knowledge, the current study is the first to link parentadolescent scaffolding behaviors to indices of physiological
reactivity. Broadly, we found that parental scaffolding behaviors that facilitated adolescents’ discussions of challenging
experiences were associated with lower physiological reactivity in both speakers, whereas scaffolding behaviors that
undermined adolescents’ stories were associated with greater
reactivity. Moreover, relationship quality moderated several
associations between scaffolding and reactivity in children,
suggesting that the effects of parental scaffolding may depend
on the relational context.
Consistent with previous research examining conversational behaviors and reactivity investigated in the context of marital discord (e.g., [24]), scaffolding in which parents disagreed
with or negated something their children had contributed was
associated with increased physiological reactivity. Specifically, negations related to greater HR reactivity in children during
the shared memory and to higher DBP reactivity during the
2
Due to the low base rate frequency of three of the scaffolding behaviors
in each memory, secondary analyses were also conducted examining the
associations between the simple presence/absence of those behaviors with
physiological reactivity during the discussion task, using univariate
ANCOVAs. The reactivity patterns relating to reiterations and move
alongs remained significant; however, use of new interpretations during
the shared memory and use of negations during the child memory were no
longer significantly associated with parent reactivity when examining
presence/absence. All interactions with relationship quality remained
significant.

High New Interpretations
(+1SD)

child memory for both children and their parents (however,
this was at trend-level for children). Although it was predicted
that reiterations would be a positive form of scaffolding, they
were instead associated with increased reactivity, specifically,
with increased child HR reactivity in the shared memory and
with increased parent and child SBP reactivity in the child
memory. While reiterations can, on the one hand, signal active
listening, other research has treated repetitions as a less desirable and less sophisticated form of parental response than
more elaborative contributions [46–48]. Our findings similarly suggest that reiterations of children’s contributions may be a
less optimal type of scaffolding, resulting in heightened momentary stressfulness.
In contrast, parents’ efforts to maintain a fluid conversation
during the discussion of the challenging child event (assessed
through move alongs) were associated with decreased DBP
reactivity for both partners (although this was marginally significant for parents). By facilitating a smooth discussion, parents may be signaling their investment in the conversation and
setting a tone of collaboration. Parents’ attempts to offer alternative perspectives through new interpretations were associated with decreased SBP reactivity in both parents and children within the shared memory. That supportive scaffolding
behaviors were associated with lower BP reactivity is consistent with recent research suggesting that positive conversational features may buffer cardiovascular responses [26].
Interestingly, several associations between scaffolding and
child physiological reactivity indices were moderated by relationship quality. Specifically, reiterations during the shared
memory interacted with nurturance to predict child SBP reactivity, such that reiterations resulted in greater BP reactivity
within higher-nurturance dyads but lower reactivity within
lower-nurturance dyads. Researchers examining parental reminiscing styles have often contrasted elaborative scaffolding
with repetitive scaffolding, noting that less skilled conversational partners are more likely to use reiteration than other
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scaffolding approaches during conversations with children
[47] and that less securely attached parents use greater proportions of repetitive scaffolding [49]. It is possible that children
who are accustomed to high levels of caregiving behaviors
may interpret repetition as departures from more sophisticated
scaffolding. Within low nurturance dyads, however, these reiterations may be interpreted as a sign of attention or interest.
Indeed, other researchers have maintained that reiterating a
partner’s contributions is a form of responsive listening that
conveys understanding and is related to better processing of
conversational content [50, 51]. In the absence of other forms
of nurturance or affection, reiterations may exist as a positive
way to communicate connection within these dyads.
In a complementary manner, associations between new interpretations and child BP reactivity were moderated by parental harshness. Across both shared and child memories and both
SBP and DBP reactivity, new interpretations were associated
with lowered reactivity in dyads with lower parental harshness,
but with greater reactivity in dyads characterized by higher
levels of harshness. Here, it may be that dissimilar relationship
contexts led to differing perceptions of parents’ scaffolding behaviors. For children with a history of being criticized or
punished, their parents’ suggestion that an experience could
be interpreted differently may feel invalidating. Research on
the most extreme form of parental harshness—child maltreatment—has shown that maltreating mothers often invalidate
children’s emotions during discussions [52]. Even in much
milder forms, children may come to expect this from parents’
ambiguous comments. When delivered in the context of a more
positive parent-child relationship, however, new interpretations
may represent thoughtfulness or engagement.
That several forms of parental scaffolding were associated
with reduced physiological reactivity provide some indirect
evidence that children may be able to gain physiological benefits from emotional disclosure with the assistance of more
skilled speakers. Fivush et al. [11] speculated that children
failed to benefit from expressive writing because they were
not yet able to create explanatory narratives. Our findings that
when parents provide new interpretations for challenging
events (in the context of high-quality relationships), children
exhibited lowered BP and HR reactivity are consistent with
this proposal. Correspondingly, however, repeated interactions between parents and children that raise BP and HR
may exist as a mechanism that, if experienced repeatedly over
time, could heighten risk for cardiovascular problems across
both parents and children. As previously noted, cardiovascular
reactivity to stressors has been shown to prospectively predict
preclinical and clinical outcomes, including hypertension and
myocardial infarction (e.g., [17, 53–55]). In this way, for children and parents who commonly experience (and expect) interactions fraught with behaviors that convey a lack of validation and that regularly activate their stress systems, these communications may come at a more substantial physical toll.
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Across scenes and speakers, several types of parental scaffolding behaviors were associated with only one form of BP
reactivity, such as reiterations relating primarily to SBP and
negations relating only to DBP. These findings are congruent,
however, with research suggesting unique connections between psychological phenomena and cardiac and vascular
processes. Generally, cardiac reactivity (reflected primarily
in SBP) has been linked to appraisals of stressful situations
as challenging, in which individuals perceive themselves as
having sufficient personal or environmental resources to cope
with the stressor [56–58]. In contrast, vascular reactivity
(indexed by DBP) is associated with appraisals of threat,
wherein individuals do not perceive sufficient resources
[59]. Extending these patterns, our findings suggest speculatively that reiterations may be appraised as challenging, with
participants ultimately feeling capable of responding to the
stressors. Negations, instead, appear to elicit evaluations of
threat as speakers take opposing views on an experience, perhaps without a clear path to compromise. Move alongs, then,
may mollify perceptions of threat by creating a shared
perspective.
In the present study, our primary interest was in the ways
that parents use conversations to help shape how their children
understand challenging life events (through scaffolding behaviors). Because of this interest, we focused on the content
of parents’ speech during conversations and coded for scaffolding behaviors. Entirely different research questions could
be to investigate how the reciprocal behaviors that parents and
adolescents engage in have implications for physiological reactivity or how different types of conversations, like neutral
versus challenge-focused discussions, may relate to reactivity.
Future work should address these possibilities.

Limitations and Conclusions
It is important to acknowledge some limitations of the present
work. Given the number of analyses performed and the trendlevel significance of several of our findings, one must be cautious about drawing firm conclusions from this preliminary
work. We did not have continuous measures of physiological
reactivity that would have allowed us to link reactivity to
specific utterances in the conversation. Moreover, we assessed
only BP and HR and were therefore unable to examine more
in-depth psychophysiological parameters. Our findings would
also be improved by the use of more naturalistic investigations, such as those utilizing ambulatory BP while recording
conversation in daily life. An additional limitation is that we
only assessed adolescents. It is possible that parental scaffolding behaviors would have different connotations and, consequently, different associations with reactivity during other developmental periods. Last, we were not able to employ longerterm measures of health to better understand what these acute
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effects mean for health down the line. For example, it is possible that there is a minor short-term physiological cost to
emotional disclosure in service of the longer-term, more substantial gains shown in previous work [5]. Conversely, repeated momentary reactivity may presage later negative health
outcomes, such as heart disease or hypertension [53, 60].
The participants in the current study were all healthy with
blood pressures within the normal range, and thus, clinical
significance is difficult to determine. However, future studies
should address these questions longitudinally in clinical and
nonclinical samples.
Despite these limitations, the present work employs an examination of common conversational dynamics, establishing
links between parental scaffolding behaviors and parent and
child physiological reactivity. Results suggest that different
types of parental responses evoke unique patterns of BP and
HR reactivity. Moreover, through interaction effects with relationship quality, our work indicates that trait-like features of
the dyad likely impact how children interpret specific behaviors in ways that affect BP reactivity. In this way, not only does
this work highlight differences between types of scaffolding
behaviors, but also it emphasizes the role that interpretation of
these behaviors likely plays in child outcomes, such that the
same behavior may mean different things to different children.
Last, given that exaggerated and repeated cardiovascular reactivity has been hypothesized to be implicated in the development of later life disease [17, 61, 62], our work suggests a
starting place for future research examining parent-child interactions as a possible mechanism linking family environments
to risk for poorer health outcomes.
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